
 

 
 

EXTREME MACHINE Birthday Party  
Star Tote Bag 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Materials Per Person: 
 

- (2) Felt Rectangles * (approx. 12” long x 9” wide) 
*please use only 1 patterned piece and 1 solid 

- (1) Felt Pocket Square  (6” x 6”) 
 

- (1) Felt Star Appliqué Design 
 

- (1) Ribbon Strap, 38” long 
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Birthday Party Star Tote Bag 

 
● Set-up a sewing machine for each party guest. 

The machines should be threaded and ready to use when 
the guests arrive. 
-  Use bright colored thread! 
-  Upper thread and bobbin thread colors don’t need to match 
-  Insert full bobbins only 
-  Set the machines to the slowest speed setting 

 
● Hold a Sewing Machine Safety Briefing (Mr. Octopus board) 

  
● Have each guest select: 

-  (2) Tote Bag pieces* (Front and Back),  (* only 1 Patterned Piece) 
-  (1) Pocket Square 
-  (1) Star Appliqué Design 
-  (1) Ribbon Strap 
 

● Arrange and pin the Pocket onto one of the Tote Bag pieces. 
Stitch 3 sides of the Pocket close to the edge. 
Remind them to keep the top opening unsewn. 
 

● Arrange and pin the Star Appliqué to the other Tote Bag piece. 
Stitch the Star Appliqué close to the edge. 
 

● Pin the Front and Back of the Tote Bag together, with WRONG sides 
touching, the pocket opening facing upwards, and lining up the bottom 
and side edges. 
 

● Using a straight stitch, sew around the Bag, 1/4” in from the edge.  
Stitch #01 will position the needle to sew a ~1/4” seam allowance.  
Demonstrate how to use the presser foot as a guide, by lining up the 
right side of the presser foot with the bag edge. 
  

• INSTRUCTORS SHOULD ATTACH STRAP 
 
 
 
Cut a 1 ½” slit at the top of the bag (on the left on the front and on the right on 
the back) 
Thread ribbon through the slit and pull through about 2” 
With front of ribbon folded over and matching the back of the ribbon, turn over 
the ribbon edge and stitch in place.  

 
● Stitch both ends of the straps in place, using a square or rectangle box 

design (see samples). 


